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Simple.
Flexible. Smart.
With blueCompact, your smart home begins at the front door.
Electronic locking systems offer a number of advantages,
allowing you to make configurations that are more individual,
more flexible, and simpler – even at a later time. You are also
given complete control and an overview of the entire locking
system.
blueCompact is ideal for smart homes and small businesses
alike. Discover all the benefits of electronic locking systems
with the latest product highlight from Winkhaus.

Requires

iOS

version 12 or higher

Android

version 5.0 or higher
und Bluetooth
4.0 LE

Enable, block,
manage.
The entire locking system is managed easily via an app. If a key
is lost, it can be blocked with just a few clicks via your smartphone or tablet. So, in just a few minutes, you can be certain
that anyone trying to access your premises with this key will be
met by a locked door. It is also practically impossible for unauthorised persons to copy the key.
Of course you can also reactivate the key should you happen
to find it again.

Everything at
a glance
The app provides you with a clear overview and shows exactly
which key has accessed which room and at which time. This
gives you the possibility of checking how well office hours are
kept.
This is optimal for time recording measures in businesses or
even in private use, e.g. to check whether your daughter came
home last night at the agreed time.
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Control, no matter
where you are.
The blueCompact system, in which every last detail has been
considered, also offers a solution if a locking authorisation
should be issued remotely. For instance, you can leave an extra empty active key with a neighbour, who can then use it in
case of an emergency. Of course, this is only possible if you
remotely activate the key via the app, in conjunction with your
master key.
This can take place up to one month in advance and grants an
authorisation to open specific doors for a defined time.

No data
in the cloud
In times when resourceful people pursue criminal activities
and take aim at the data cloud, alternative methods must be
found for protecting information. blueCompact has the answer: none of the data for your locking system requiring protection is stored in the cloud or on your mobile terminal device,
but is kept safely on the master key instead.
This means that, even if you lose your smartphone, anyone
who finds it cannot gain access to the building.

A system which gives
you room to grow
blueCompact will impress you with its technological capabilities

and

user-friendly

components.

In

particular,

the cylinders are the same shape as conventional locking
cylinders, so they can be easily installed without the need to
call in a technician.
If you should choose to expand your workplace or extend your
home, you can also adapt your locking system to accommodate the new circumstances. blueCompact can be expanded
to up to 99 keys and 25 cylinders.

up to 99 keys

up to 25 cylinders

Creating and managing
time profiles
Creating time profiles enables you to react flexibly. The locking authorisations for each key can be configured individually
as required (including remotely), e.g. for specific days or defined periods of time. This function can be a major advantage:
It makes it possible to control the times at which cleaning staff,
club members or employees can access which rooms.
The clear display of the locking plan in the blueCompact app
enables intuitive operation.

Tasks flexibly
programmable
Now you can integrate motorised doors, gates or barriers,
indoors or outdoors, easily in your locking system – the new
blueCompact wall reader makes it possible. With its clever features, you will have even more design freedom for access control on your premises:
The assignment of locking times, manual or automatic permanent releases, or key authorisations can be programmed individually for each reader and are communicated securely via an
encrypted data line.

An overview
of blueCompact
Start a smarter life and discover the versatility of this unique
locking system.
blueCompact offers you:
+ Convenience: manage your system easily using the app
+ Flexibility: lost keys can be blocked at the flick of a switch
+ More control: all locking events can be closely monitored
+ Remote access: locking authorisations can be issued remotely
+ Security: data is only stored on the masterkey
+ Ease of use: every step is explained via video instruction
+ Practicality: easy installation and flexible expansion
blueCompact components:

Masterkey

Cylinders

Keys, available in 5 colours

Reader

Active key

blueCompact in
comparison
When blueCompact is compared with traditional mechanical
locking systems, it quickly becomes clear that convenience and
user-friendliness go hand in hand with security and long-term
savings.

Mechanical
locking
system
Entry security

Access organisation
Cost-neutral changes
in authorisation
Logging of locking
events
Naming of doors
and keys
Simple and direct access
to instructions
Freedom in planning
and a clear layout
Modern and innovative
design
Remote authorisation and
authorisation planning
Time profiles

blueCompact

Engineered in Germany

Winkhaus has been impressing customers with innovative
products since 1854. In our development centres in Germany, Winkhaus engineers are delivering outstanding technical
developments in the field of window and door technology.
Here visions become reality. So you can be certain that each
and every of our products is made with outstanding German
engineering skill.
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